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Premise 

In April 2013, DATC gave United Team Mechanical the opportunity to remove residual 
scale deposits from the media and prepare the cooling tower for the cooling season 
after having been valved off during the winter. There were significant scale deposits 
throughout the media, including on the outside edges.  Some deposits were extreme. 
The system was treated with BiCARBUS B00ST resonance technology scale control. 

Treatment Process 

Tests were conducted focusing on the activity indicator of oxidation reduction poten-
tial (ORP) and pH migration at various intervals during the trial. The tower was isolated 
from heat exchangers throughout the campus; however, the circulation return to all 
those areas of the campus was included in the loop. The system pump was used to 
circulate BiCARBUS B00ST treated water over the media. The tower was empty, off-
line, and isolated. 
 

Changes in the basin water occurred over time, especially oxidation reduction poten-
tial (ORP), as BiCARBUS  B00ST solution was added to it. ORP increases when BiCARBUS 
B00ST scale treatment is added and decreases as it is consumed while destroying bac-
teria. With each subsequent treatment, ORP declines more slowly, which indicates 
that there are fewer organic deposits through inactivation of colonization. Eventually 
the ORP ranges higher because there is almost no more demand in the system. All 
process flows remained unclogged during the ongoing removal of scale. 

Results 

DATC personnel observed the BiCARBUS B00ST treatment, measurements, and results 
during the field test which lasted about three days. The tower was treated with      
BiCARBUS B00ST solution while off-line without interruption, and organic deposits 
were generally removed wherever surfaces came in contact with the processing water. 

How BiCARBUS B00ST Treatment Works 

The presence of accumulated organic deposits, or bio-scales, within a water system 
indicate that biocolonies have become chlorine resistant thereby enabling the colony 
to form pathogenesis. 

Bicarbonate scales are the direct result of bacteria using “quorum sensing” molecules 
to form resistance on pipes and walls in distribution systems, actually higher and high-
er levels of oxidation so that ongoing chlorine compounds have little effect. 

BiCARBUS B00ST is formulated to block “quorum sensing” to eliminate calcified bi-
oscale structures. 

BiCARBUS B00ST is enhanced sodium hypochlorite to achieve increased residuals. 

BICARBUS B00ST is used in much the same manner as adding fuel treatment to remove 
deposit buildup in your vehicle’s fuel lines and engine parts. 

BiCARBUS B00ST is a trademark of R-Hangel LLC  *Patent Pending 

         BiCARBUS B00ST treatment is a green/nonhazardous solution and is NSF  

         Standard 60 Certified as a scale control product for drinking water systems. 

                           Click here to view the BiCARBUS NSF-60 Certification. 
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Refrigeration Tower Cleaned Off-Line at  
Davis Applied Technical College, Utah 

Customer 
  Davis Applied Technical College 
  Kaysville, Utah 
 

Challenge 
  Remove scale deposits when 
  the cooling tower was circula- 
  ted off-line without acid. 
 

Solution 
 

  BiCARBUS B00ST removed scale 
  deposits when the cooling tow- 
  er was circulated off-line at 
  ambient operational pH 
  without acidification and within 
  a similar time frame as the 
  leading acid descaler. 
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For more information: 
801.510.2802 

www.bicarbus.com  
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